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Abstract
Traffic anomaly detection of unsupervised videos has attracted great interests in computer vision field, and this task
is very challenging since the scarcity of data and scene diversities. In this work, we present a robust framework for
solving unsupervised traffic anomaly detection based on vehicle trajectories. The possible anomalies are detected and
tracked from background image sequence of videos. The
start time of the abnormal events is located by the decision module based on tracks. In order to better solve the
problems of false detections and missed detections caused
by the detector, we design a multi-object track (MOT) algorithm suitable for this task. We also present an adaptive unsupervised road mask generation method to filter out
false anomalies outside the road area. Our method participated in the evaluation of 2019 AI CITY CHALLENGE
Track3 and achieved good result.

1. Introduction
Unsupervised anomaly detection in traffic videos, such
as stagnant objects, accidents, and anomalous objects, has
been a challenging task due to the lack of annotated data
and great diversities of scenes. However, it is worthy to explore robust computer vision methods to solve this problem
with the increasing use of cars and the importance of traffic
safety.
In previous studies, some researchers believe that it is
possible to determine whether an event is an abnormality
by reconstructing the characteristics of the normal events,
since the scene will change when an abnormality occurs
[8][4][16]. In fact, traffic anomalies usually involve large
time and space ranges, scene diversities, and small targets
at long distances. These are difficult problems that must be
faced in traffic anomalies detection in unsupervised videos.

So far reconstructing traffic events of unsupervised video
has been extremely challenging in the field of computer vision. In despite of the excellent performance of the generative adversarial network(GAN) network [7], the performance of the model is still not robust enough when the
scene changes.
In AI CITY CHALLENGE, the video scenes change
greatly, and the areas of accidents are often small, some of
them are difficult to distinguish with human eyes. In order
to solving this problem, [25] exploited background modeling method to extract background images which may include stop vehicles, then detected vehicles from background
images, and finally obtained the trajectory of each vehicle
with a simple tracking method to determine whether an abnormal event occurs. This method has achieved good results in 2018 AI CITY CHALLENGE, but there are still
some problems. First of all, it uses unsupervised detectors
for detection, so it definitely produce a lot of FPs and FNs.
Although it removes most of the false detections by the classifier after the detection, there are still some false detections
remaining. Second, it uses the ReID features to track the
vehicles, which may reduce the quality of the tracks in unsupervised videos. Third, this method does not take into
account the impact of the vehicles in the parking lot on the
outcome.
To address these problems, we make some improvements based on the model [25]. Firstly, since the durations
and space ranges of traffic abnormal events are very different, therefore, the method of characteristics reconstruction
with a network such as GAN becomes infeasible based on
the current computing power of computers. In fact, to solve
the detection problem of complex events, it is a feasible solution of event detection in unsupervised videos based on
trajectory analysis[31]. In this year, we propose an unsupervised framework for anomaly detection in traffic monitoring videos, mainly based on tracking trajectories. Secondly, according to the characteristics of background im1133

age sequence, we design a new MOT algorithm to obtain
the tracks from the video background sequence. In order
to compensate for the missed detection caused by the detector, a single-object tracker(SOT) is used to supplement
the detection results in MOT. And considering the instability of the ReID features, we only use the position and shape
features for tracking. Thirdly, in order to eliminate false
anomaly detection, we propose an adaptive unsupervised
method of road mask generation, which extracts the individual road mask of each video. Finally, we extract the more
reliable vehicle tracks on the original video with our detector and tracker. Our detection framework of traffic anomaly
can locate the start time of the anomaly event, well filter out
the false detection. The flow chart of our method is shown
in Figure 1
In this paper, our contributions are as follows: (1) Propose an unsupervised framework for anomaly detection in
traffic monitoring videos, which includes modules for detection, tracking, and decision etc.; (2) Design a MOT
method that combines SOT results for background image
sequences to solve unsupervised anomaly detection problems; (3) An adaptive unsupervised road mask generation
method is proposed to filter out false detection events outside the road area in traffic anomaly detection. Further details about our system will be presented in the Section 3.

2. Related Work
2.1. Unsupervised anomaly detection
For unsupervised anomaly detection, only normal
datasets can be used for training [2]. Therefore there are
some methods to use feature reconstruction to solve this
problem, which is based on the assumption that some features of anomalous events cannot be learned from the data
of normal events[34]. And [3][8][19]learns the features
of normal events through deep neural networks and automatic encoders. [3][17] employ a Convolutional LSTMs
Auto-Encoder (ConvLSTM-AE) to model the normal pattern, which hugely promotes the performance of methods
based on CAE.
However, for traffic anomalies, the area of the accidents
often accounts for a small proportion of the entire image.
Therefore, it is very difficult to find the difference between
the anomalies and the normal events with the convolutional
neural network. [25] and [28] proposes to use background
modeling and object detection methods to extract anomalous events, which better solves this problem.

2.2. Object detector
Detection networks based on deep learning have great
advantages in accuracy and speed. Among them, the twostage detector has better performance than the single-stage
detector. Mainly because the two-stage detector first gener-

ate a set of region proposals and then refine them by CNN
networks. In the R-CNN network[6], the proposals are extracted in advance by the selective search algorithm[24],
and then each proposal is more accurately corrected by
the convolutional network. Faster-RCNN[22] proposes the
RPN layer, extracts the possible proposals on the feature
map by selecting appropriate anchors, and then passes the
ROI pooling layer to the subsequent convolution layer to
learn, which greatly reduces the calculation amount and is
the first end-to-end detection network. Based on this, MaskRCNN[9] proposes ROI Align method instead of ROI pooling to further improve the accuracy of regression. FPN[13]
proposes a pyramid connection structure from top to bottom. Compared with the image pyramid used by SSD[15],
the lower feature maps can also obtain high-dimensional
semantic features, which greatly improves the accuracy of
small objects.

2.3. MOT and SOT tracker
In recent years, the single-object tracking network had
a huge improvement. In particular, the SOT tracker based
on the Siamese network has a good performance in terms
of accuracy and efficiency. SINT[23] first proposes to use
the Siamese network to obtain the similarity estimation between two frames. The SiamFC[1] network uses a full convolutional network to estimate the region-wise feature similarity between two frames. SiamRPN[12] then considers
single-target tracking as a one-shot detection task in a local
area, and adds a structure to extract the proposal after the
Siamese network. On this basis, DaSiamRPN[32] proposes
a new method for selecting the optimal bounding box.
For multi-object tracking, most of the methods are based
on tracking-by-detection, and use the Hungarian algorithm
or the minimum network flow algorithm to solve the matching problem between the tracks and the detections. Deep
sort[27] proposes a grading strategy to build a distance matrix. [11] uses LSTM to extract the appearance and motion features for tracking. However, False Positive detections(FPs) and False Negative detections(FNs) due to detector performance and mutual occlusion between objects
had a very bad effect on the results of MOT algorithm.
To solve this problem, some MOT algorithms[5][30] use a
SOT tracker to track the tracks in a short-term. And in [5],
the author designs a quality function to control whether the
SOT tracker is tracked, and achieve state-of-art results on
the MOT challenge[20].

3. Method
In this section, we introduce our unsupervised anomaly
detection system. As can be seen from Figure 1, our system
is mainly composed of the following five parts, background
modeling, detection, tracking, road modeling and the final
decision module.
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Figure 1. Flowchart of our system. The videos are sent to two parallel branches. The above branch generates the road mask, and the
bottom obtains the tracks of candidate abomaly tracks. Then they are passed to the decision module to get the final result.

3.1. Background Model

ference.
Ai = abs(Fi−T − Fi ),

Background
Modeling

Figure 2. Background Modeling. The left frames are extracted
from original test video(1.mp4), and the right frame is the background image generated from the left ones.

To detect traffic anomalies in the monitoring videos, a
robust tracking algorithm is necessary to track the vehicles
in convention. And then vehicle trajectories are used to analyze whether vehicles are running normally or not, so as
to detect abnormal vehicles. However it is difficult to obtain accurate and complete tracking trajectories since vehicles are occluded from each other on the road. It is worth
noting that normal vehicles never stay on the road except
for an abnormality occurring. When an abnormal event occurs, the related vehicles have to stop in scene. If the background model of video scene is constructed, the anomalous
vehicles certainly appear in the background image. On the
contrary normal vehicles never appear in the background
image, which eliminates a large number of vehicles unrelated to traffic anomalies. Based on this essential feature
of anomalous events, it is the best shortcut that we detect anomalous vehicles from the background images of the
traffic videos. Like [25], MOG2[33] algorithm is used for
background modeling. And for reducing the calculations,
we don’t perform background modeling for each frame, the
videos are sampled at intervals of T .
Moreover, there is the problem of frame congestions in
videos, it will cause the vehicle to stay on the background
for a long time. Therefore, before performing background
modeling, we calculate the inter-frame difference of videos
with Equation1 and remove the video frame with small dif-

(1)

where Fi represents the image of the ith frame. When Ai
is less than the threshold Ta , we think that the video has
been stuck between the two frames. Then the ith frame is
eliminated in background modeling. As show in Figure2,
after such processing, the anomalies are easy to find on the
background images.

3.2. Detection Module
We use Faster-RCNN[22] as our detection network and
use ResNet-101[10] as the backbone of the network. And
we also use the FPN[13] structure to improve the detection
performance of small objects, and use the ROI-align layer
[9]instead of the ROI-pooling layer. To detect abnormal vehicles as much as possible from the background images, we
threshold the detection results with lower score. Further,
in order to detect small abnormal vehicles in the distance,
we use a sliding window to divide the image into 2*2 partial overlap areas and detect each area separately as results.
Although producing many FPs, most of them will be eliminated by our tracker3.3 and decision module3.5

3.3. Tracking module
After detecting candidate abnormal vehicles, we use the
MOT algorithm to track these vehicles. In convention, MOT
algorithms [27][5] use the convolutional neural network to
extract the ReID features from the detections to solve the
occlusion problem between objects. However the ReID features rely heavily on the dataset. Therefore in the unsupervised problem, low-quality ReID features have a bad effect
on the tracking. Considering that our background model
has filtered out a lot of occlusion from normal vehicles, the
ReID features are not necessary in our tracking algorithm,
and we just use the features of position and shape to get
stable tracks.
For a frame Fi of the video, let Bi {b1 , b2 ...bm } be the set
of all detections on the current frame, and Ti−1 {t1 , t2 , ...tn }
is the set of all the tracks obtained before the current frame.
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And like the deep sort algorithm[30], we also assume that
the tracks hav three possible states, namely ’confirmed’,
’tentative’ and ’deleted’.Different from the deep sort algorithm, we calculate the distance matrix Mi with the position and shape informations of detections and tracks. The
distance between the detection dj and the track tk can be
calculated by the following formula:
Dj,k = 1 − iou(bj , tk ) ∗

min(Sj , Sk )
,
max(Sj , Sk )

(2)

and iou(bj , tk ) denotes intersection over union of bj and tk ,
calculated by:
iou(bj , tk ) =

Sj,k
,
Sj + Sk − Sj,k

(3)

where Sj,k denotes the intersecting area between the detection bj and the track tk , Sj represents the area of bj ,
and Sk represents the area of tk . We assume that T ci−1
is a set of all tracks in Ti except tracks which are ’deleted’
state. According to Equation2, we can construct the distance matrix Mi between Bi and Tci−1 , and find the most
suitable pairs of tracks and detections on Mi with Hungarian algorithm[21]. When a track tk and a detection bj match
successfully, the position of tk is updated to the position of
bj . When a track continues n frames matched by the distance matrix, its state will be set to ’confirmed’. For the
detections without matching, we think that these are newly
generated tracks, the state of tracks is ’tentative’, and then
put them into the Ti set.
In detection of abnormal vehicles from background images, the detector may miss vehicles due to occlusion
among the objects, which also affects multi-target tracking.
To solve this problem we improve MOT with SOT tracker.
For the track without matching, we use the DaSiamRPN
model[32] to search the tracked object to find its possible
position on the lost frame. But a problem of the SOT tracker
is that it is hard to tell when to stop tracking if the target is
lost. So like [5], a quality function is designed to control
whether the SOT tracker continues to track. The function
can be expressed as:

if track matched byMi
 Scored ,
Qi−1 ∗ Scores ,
elif Scores > Ts
(4)
Qi =

0,
else

where Scored indicates the score of the detection which
matched by distance matrix Mi , and Scores indicates the
score of the SOT when the track unmatched from the distance matrix Mi , and Ts is a threshold that removes SOT
results with low scores. When Qi is less than a threshold
Tq , we set the state of the track to ’tentative’. We mark a
track as ’deleted’ if its states are continuosly ’tentative’ for
N frames. As shown in Figure3, the tracking results are
more stable by fusing SOT tracker.

3.4. Road mask model
Currently, false detection of detectors is inevitable. The
false objects within the scene may be incorrectly identified
as abnormal vehicles. In fact, vehicles can only travel on
roads, and the abnormal vehicles are also within road areas.
In order to eliminate false detections outside roads with road
mask, we present an unsupervised adaptive algorithm1 to
generate a road mask with detection boxes of tracks in a
scene.
Algorithm 1 Road Mask Model
Input:
The size w ∗ h of every frame in video,
The set of vehicles’ tracks T ,
The set of bounding boxs Bt {b1 , b2 ...bn } for each t ∈
T
Output:
The road mask M
1: Initialize w ∗ h road mask M with 0
2: for each t ∈ T do
3:
bs = 1.5 ∗ b1
4:
d = Diou (bs , bn )
5:
if d < 1 then
6:
continue
7:
end if
8:
for each b ∈ Bt do
9:
M [b] = M [b] + 1
10:
end for
11: end for
12: M = N orm(M )
In algorithm1, the set T is got from our MOT tracker
without SOT. And the inputs of MOT tracker are the detections which generated by our detector in the original videos.
In the detections, there must be some FNs and some vehicles which are stopped on the park. Therefore, the tracks
which move very slow are eliminated at step 3 to 6. At step
3, bs is a bounding box which width and height is 1.5 times
of b1 and has the same center with b1 . Then the IoU distance
calculated by Equation:
Diou (bs , bn ) = 1 − iou(bs , bn ),

(5)

where iou() is the same as Equation3. Then tracks whose
iou distance is lower than 1 are eliminated. For those remaining tracks, the area contained in the bounding box of
each frame is plus by one on M . Finally to indicating the
posibility whether one pixel of mask image M is belong to
scene road, M is normalized using the median of M, which
can be expressed as:
N orm(M ) = min(
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M
, 1),
median(M )

(6)

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. MOT results. (a) and (b) are the tracking results of two different MOT algorithms. (a) is the result of using SOT in MOT
algorithm. And (b) is the result without using SOT.

where function median() represents the median of nonzero values in matrix M. And Figure4 shows the road masks
we have modeled by this method.

• Step 2. If the length of t is less than L, remove t from T ,
return to the first step, if not, execute Step 3.
• Step 3. Suppose the starting position of t is bs and the
ending position is be . Then we initialize two different
SOT trackers with bs and be as template frames, respectively, denote them as Ss and Se . Then we use Ss and
Se to track temporal forward and backward on the original video for the track t. For each SOT tracker, we judge
whether its starting position is on the road by our road
mask getting from 3.4. If the position is on the road, execute Step 4, otherwise, execute Step 5.
• Step 4. Select a region A centering on the starting position of the SOT tracker. Keep tracking by SOT tracker,
and when the center of the track position is not in the
area A or the track is interrupted, the tracking is stopped.
Record the stopped frame, and execute Step 6.

Figure 4. Some road masks got from our algorithm. The left images are the road mask of the right videos.

During modeling the road masks, the possible sizes of
the vehicles is recorded at each pixel. Anomalies outside
this size range are eliminated by the decision module3.5.
By this way, we further filter out false detections such as
large traffic signs.

3.5. Decision module
In this decision model, we can get the exact time when
the anomaly occurrs by the tracks and the road masks which
we obtain. The overall algorithm can be summarized as
follows:
• Step 1. Select a track t from the set T which get from
3.3. If the set T is empty, execute the Step 7.

• Step 5. Keep tracking by SOT tracker, and when the track
position is on the road, record the stopped frame. And if
the track is stopped before returning to the road, record
the stopped frame as -1. Execute Step 6.
• Step 6. If the stopped frames returned by Ss and Se aren’t
both less than 0, and the length of the updated track is
lower than the length of video, put it into set Tc . Return
Step 1.
• Step 7. Merge all tracks in set Tc on the timeline until
the interval between any two tracks is less than 2 minutes
Then the startting frame of all remaining tracks is taken
as the start time of the anomaly.
In Step 2, we remove the tracks whose length is less than
L. One purpose is to eliminate a small amount of FPs, and
another is that we want to remove some events as traffic
jams and vehicles waiting for traffic lights. And the SOT
trackers Ss and Se are used for forward and backward tracking of the tracks in Step 5 and Step 6. This is because the
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tracks obtained from background images do not represent
the true duration of an anomaly, so we track them on the
original videos to find the exact start time of anomalies.
And a function f is designed to determine if the trajectory
is on the road, as Equation 7.
f (bi ) =

sum(bi )
,
Sb i

(7)

where bi denotes the track’s bounding box, and sum() denotes the sum of the values of the points included in bi on
the road mask. And Sbi denotes the area of bi . When f (bi )
is greater than threshold Tf , it represents that bi is on road.
When the track obtained from background images isn’t on
the road mask, it is considered that the anomaly has just
started or has ended if this track can return to the road by
SOT tracker, otherwise it is a FP by detector or the vechiles
stop on the park. When the trajectory got from background
imges is on the road, as [25], we define an area to judge the
start and end time of the anomaly.
At the same time, when using SOT tracker, like3.4 a
quality function is set for the tracker to determine whether
the tracker results are correct. However, unlike 3.4, since
the detection result is not used for tracking, when the tracker
score is greater than 0.7, we set the quality to 1.

4. Experiments
In this section, we first introduce the evaluation dataset.
Then, we describe the implement details. Finally, we
present the performance of our method in the Challenge
dataset.
We test and evaluate our system on the Track 3 testing set
of 2019 AI CITY CHALLENGE. It aims to detect anomalies in traffic monitor videos. The Track 3 dataset contains
100 training and 100 test videos, each approximately 15
minutes in length, recorded at 30 fps and 800 ∗ 410 resolution. The test dataset contains the real scene videos with
diverse scenes, light condition, weather. Therefore, it is a
quite challenging dataset.

4.1. Implement details
In this section, we introduce our implement details and
show some results of 2019 AI CITY CHALLENGE Track
3 test dataset in Figure5.
Data processing. Instead of performing background
modeling with each frame of the video, we sample 1 frame
every 10 frame as input to the background modeling algorithm, and then extract the background image every 30 input
frames. And, when calculating the interframe difference,
the threshold Ta is set to 2 ∗ 106 .
Detector. We use the open source Mask-Rcnn code[18]
and trun off the mask path to train our detectors. The model
is trained on 2*1080Ti and the number of batch size is set

to 2. We used UA-DETRAC[26] and partially hand-labeled
YOUTUBE video as the training and validation dataset.
The Gaussian filtering and brightness-changing method also
processed on the UA-DETRAC dataset, as shown in the Figure6. In the validation dataset our model can reach 90.5%
mAP.
MOT and SOT Tracker. We make some changes on the
open source Deep SORT and DaSiamRPN code. We use the
pre-trained DaSiamRPN model on OTB dataset[29] in our
experiment. In MOT tracker, if the distance between the detection and the track is greater than 0.9, the distance value is
removed in distance matrix M . The quality function threshold Tq of SOT is 0.3 and Ts set 0.1. When the score of the
quality function is lower than 0.3, the state of the trajectory
is set to ’tentative’. When a track is matched for 3 consecutive frames, its status will become ’confirmed’. If a track
does not match for 20 consecutive frames, its status is updated to ’deleted’.
Road mask. To generate the road mask, the detections
and tracks are obtained by our detector and MOT tracker.
When obtaining the vehicle detections of the original video
vehicle, we used pre-trained Faster-RCNN model on the
coco dataset[14]. And we select the detections which label in car, truck, bus and van and score greater than 0.7.
SOT tracker is used to track 10 frames for each detection,
and both results are processed using NMS with a threshold
of 0.3. Then in MOT algorithm, we simply use the IOU
distance to get the tracks. Final, the masks are generated by
these tracks.
Decision model. In the decision model, we think that the
shortest length L of the track is 90. When judging whether
the track is on the road, the threshold Tf is set to 0.9. Then
unlike multi-target tracking, the threshold Tq of the SOT
quality function is used 0.1. The score of anomaly is represented by the quality score of the trajectory.

4.2. Evaluation on Track 3 testing set
Evaluation for the Track 3 testing set will be based on
model anomaly detection performance, measured by the F1score, and detection time error, measured by RMSE. Specifically, the Track 3 score will be computed as:
S3 = F 1 ∗ (1 − N RM SE),

(8)

Here, the detection time error is the RMSE between the
ground truth anomaly time and predicted anomaly time for
all TP predictions. NRMSE is the normalized RMSE score
across all teams, obtained via min-max normalization given
all team submissions.
Table 1. Our result on Track3 testing set.

Our result
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F1
0.7164

RMSE
24.2689

Local S3
0.6585

Figure 5. Some anomalies detected by our system on 2019 AI CITY CHALLENGE Track3 test dataset.
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